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Interestingly, the audience
segment, Gray Power, was also
37% more likely than other
segments to have booked on-
line in the last 30 days. Don’t
discount the “power of gray”.

Older, wealthy, & typically less "tech savvy", PRIZM
P remier segment, Gray Power, indexed well over
average (and higher than any other 65+ audience
segment) for using many travel sites. They were also
3X more likely to read newspaper travel sections and
2X more likely to read  "Travel & Leisure". 

PRO TIP: Often taking as many as 10 or more
domestic trips a year, Gray Power is an important
target audience segment. Advertising within
traditional print sites as well as within travel digital
media, should yield large benefits. 

Identify Deliver

            of all sales in travel
and tourism were made

online in 2022.

           of US adults
would rather book
online than use an 

in-person travel agent.

               of travelers say
they are more likely to

book accommodations if
they know the property

is planet-friendly.

             of mobile bookings
happen within 48 hours of last-

minute google searches that
include the words "tonight"

and "today".

Source: Simon-Kucher

               of US travelers
opted for a personalized

vacation rather than an all-
inclusive, up from 40% a

year ago.  

Source: Travel Ecommerce Stats & Trends Report

Source: Statista

Source: Booking.com

Source: Wanderlust

syndicated audiences.
As avid travelers who
typically take multiple
trips per year, they
ranked higher than any
other segment for
having visited most 
of these sites in the last 
30 days.

PRO TIP: Those in the audience segment, Second City Startups, clearly like
to use online booking sites to “shop around”.  However they also complete
this action by actually purchasing online. Special offers, discounts and
vacation packages will go  a long way in attracting their business.

2nd2nd
CityCity

                 
Second City
Startups is
just one of
PRIZM
Premier's

The Power of GrayThe Power of Gray

Getting Down To BusinessGetting Down To Business

PRO TIP:  Business travel is often
based on convenience and
airline points. Emphasizing your
abilities to easily show and
handle both will go a long way to
attracting additional prospects.

Networked Neighbors
ranked highest for
business travel
purchasing decisions
and research, and
were 3X more likely
to have gone on 5-9
business trips using
Alaska Airlines,
American, and/or
United.

Claritas is an intelligence and data driven marketing company leveraging
unique data and an unparalleled identity graph to help marketers.

Know more about who your

best customers and prospects

are with our industry-leading

segmentations

Know more about how and

where to reach your best

audiences across devices and

channels with the Claritas

Identity Graph

Optimize
Know more about what's

working and improve what

isn't with our near real-time

analytics and advanced

modeling capabilities

 Simply Know MORE with Claritas 

800.234.5973 or visit www.claritas.com

Source: Statista

*PRIZM Premier is one
of the most widely

adopted segmentation
solutions available,

providing rich insights
for every household in

the U.S. including
demographics,

lifestyle and media
preferences, shopping

behaviors and
technology usage.

Based on data from Claritas' PRIZM
Premier*, more mature audiences do  
not typically prefer on-line travel
booking. However, vacation pricing
and discounts are also less important   
in their travel purchase decisions.

PRO TIP:  With 55+ and 65+
indexing well below average and
the category 45-64 indexing the
highest, those who are 45 - 55
are clearly the sweet spot.  This
age group typically has more
disposable income and vacation
time, making them key prospects. 


